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The needs of men
by the Master —, through Benjamin Creme, 13 November 2010
When Men take stock of their present situation they can come to but one
conclusion: the methods of even the recent past not longer work. On all
sides, but particularly in the financial and economic sector, there is
continuous and growing chaos. 'Experts' are summoned to aid the
floundering governments regain some control but to no avail; the old, tried
methods refuse to obey the wills of their chancellors, however experienced
they might be.
What are they, the governments of the world, to do? What can they do? They
can continue for a time manipulating the old structures, hoping that things
will 'settle down', and the old patterns survive. This is, indeed, a forlorn
hope. Generally speaking, the governments of most countries see their role
as protectors and upholders of the 'status quo', that false idea that life is
static and, therefore, all change is rebellion and undesirable.
This attitude is true of most governments, whether of the 'right' or the 'left',
capitalistic or socialistic. In either case they fail to recognize the yearnings of
their peoples for change, for a new concept of living, one that ensures their
ability to raise their families in peace, security and well-being. The failure of
governments is precisely their failure to see that their true role is to look
after the well-being of their people. Lost as they are in competition and the
following of 'market forces', they have lost touch, for the most part, with the
needs of those whom they claim to represent. The glamours of power and
authority overcome, as often as not, their desire to serve.
Divorced from the real needs of the people, they fall back on ideology and
theory. Even so, they are not entirely to be blamed. They know nothing of
the forces with which they try to contend. Ignorant as they are, they fall easy
prey to the destructive forces of the past.
The people, meanwhile, suffer and wait and pray, unaware, for the most
part, that the help for which they pray is even now among them, ready and
eager to aid their suffering and to ease their lot. The people know the true
nature of their need but require a strong and fearless representative to give
it voice. Already present, that representative, Maitreya, is working quietly to
influence the direction which events will take. Soon, that voice will strike a
stronger note, and many will be ready to respond. Thus the Plan works out
its beneficent purpose to secure the future for all men
The Master ―, is a senior member of the Hierarchy of the Masters of Wisdom;
his name, well-known in esoteric circles, is not yet being revealed for various
reasons.
Reprinted from Share International magazine, December 2010.
► Read more articles from the Master –
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about us
Share International Australia
is a network of volunteers
who work with similar groups
worldwide.
Our purpose is to make
known information about the
emergence of the Spiritual
Hierarchy and their concerns.
These include realization by
humanity of our divine nature;
a world at peace; restoration
of the environment; sharing of
the world's resources; and
adequate and appropriate
food, housing, healthcare and
education for all people.
We are not affiliated with any
religious group; we respect
the truth at the heart of – and
common to – all spiritual
traditions.
While the name Maitreya is
used by others, their
understanding of the World
Teacher may not correspond
to that presented by Share
International.
Anyone presently promoting
him - or herself as Maitreya
or the World Teacher is
definitely not the same
individual we refer to.
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Transmission Meditation
Transmission Meditation is a group service activity which 'steps down'
the great spiritual energies that continually stream into our planet. During
transmission, the Masters of Wisdom direct these energies from the
spiritual planes through the energy centres (chakras) of the group
members in a highly scientific manner. This process, which makes the
energies more useful to humanity and the other kingdoms in nature, is
similar to that of electrical transformers, which step down the power
between electrical generators and households.
Transmission Meditation is safe, scientific, non-denominational, and
extremely potent. It will not interfere with any other religious or spiritual
practice. In fact it will enhance your personal meditation and any other
service activities in which you may be engaged. No special expertise in
meditation is required in order to transmit energy.
There are more than 600 Transmission groups in 40 countries worldwide
meeting on a regular basis.
► Read more about Transmission Meditation

Transmission
Meditation groups
NSW
Sydney CDB
Theosophy House
Level 2, 484 Kent St.
(near Bathurst St. and Town Hall station)

Tuesdays 12:00 – 2:00pm
Contact: Seiji
Ph: 0406 921353
tminfo@optusnet.com.au
Carlingford
Fridays 10:00am - 12:00pm
Contact: Seiji
Ph: 0406 921353
Canterbury/Bankstown
Wednesdays 7:30 – 8:30pm
Contact: Marina
Ph: (02) 9703 0452 or 0403 286628
tminfo@optusnet.com.au

ACT

The Great Invocation
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.
From the centre where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.
From the centre which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.
Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on
Earth.

The Great Invocation is an ancient prayer, translated by Hierarchy into
modern words. It was used by the Christ for the first time in 1945, at the
same time as he announced his decision to emerge into physical contact
with humanity. It was released by Him to humanity to enable man
himself to invoke the energies which would change our world, and make
possible the return of the Christ and Hierarchy. It has been translated
into many languages and is used today in almost every country in the
world.
The Great Invocation is used at the beginning of Transmission
Meditation to invoke or call forth energy, which is then transmitted. It
should be said aloud, with the attention focussed on the ajna centre
between the eyebrows.

Canberra
Contact: Theresa
Ph: (02) 6290 1280

VIC
Toorak
Friends House
631 Orrong Road
(near corner Malvern & Orrong Roads)

Tuesday 6:00 – 8:30pm
Contact: Valter
Ph: (03) 9372 7125 or 0424 642888
Melbourne (southern suburbs)
Contact: Louise
Ph: 0411 481516
Oakleigh South
Contact: David
Ph: (03) 9584 3904

SA
Black Forest
Clarence Park Community Centre
72-74 East Ave.
(corner Canterbury Tce.)

First Sunday every month
(except January)

6:30pm – Ageless Wisdom Talk
7:30pm – 8:30pm Meditation
Contact: Tony
Ph: 0428 592209
Tusmore
Thursdays 7:30 – 9:30pm
Contact: Lisa
Ph: 0410 643083
Barmera
Wednesday 7:30pm
Contact: Tony
Ph: 0428 592209
(continued next page)
► View map
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Messages from Maitreya
Between September 1977 and June 1982, British author and lecturer
Benjamin Creme received a series of 140 Messages from Maitreya, the World
Teacher.

Transmission
Meditation groups
(continued from previous page)

These Messages were given during Creme's public lectures in London via
a process of mental overshadowing or spiritual telepathy, which is not
related to mediumship or channelling.

WA

Through these communications, Maitreya suggests the lines that social
change must take, and evokes the desire to share and serve humanity. He
also gives hints on how to recognize him and urges people to make known
the fact of his presence.

QLD

Message No. 11
January 5, 1978
My dear friends, I am happy to be with you once more.
My plan is that My Teaching should precede My Presence and prepare My
way.
My people will release it through their groups and group endeavour.
When mankind is somewhat prepared, My voice shall be heard.
Meanwhile, My efforts are bearing fruit, producing change, drawing
together men and nations, and bringing new hope to the world.
I am emerging soon, but first I would point the way into the new
direction which man, if he would survive, must take.

Inglewood
Monday & Thursday at 7:30pm
Contact: Cheryl
cchopping@iinet.net.au

Brisbane
Contact: Olivia
Ph: (07) 3204 1374
Tweed Heads
Wednesdays 6:30 – 8:30pm
Contact: Lenore
Ph: (07) 5523 0787
Nerang
Contact: Rita
Ph: (07) 5596 1874
Theebine
Contact: Carla
Ph: (07) 5484 6520
Maleny
Contact: Rachel
Ph: (07) 5435 2194
► View map

Firstly, men must see themselves as brothers, sons of the One Father.
This is essential if they would progress one step nearer the Godhead.
Throughout the world there are men, women and little children who
have not even the essentials to stay alive; they crowd the cities of many of
the poorest countries in the world.
This crime fills Me with shame.
My brothers, how can you watch these people die before your eyes and
call yourselves men?
My plan is to save these, My little ones, from certain starvation and
needless death.
My plan is to show you that the way out of your problems is to listen
again to the true voice of God within your hearts, to share the produce of
this most bountiful of worlds among your brothers and sisters
everywhere.
I need your help, I call on you to aid Me in My Task.
How can I stand aside and watch this slaughter, watch My little ones die?
No, My friends, this cannot be.
Therefore I am come quickly among you once more, to show you the way,
point the Path.
But the success of My Mission depends on you: you must make the choice
— whether you share and learn to live peacefully as true men, or perish
utterly.
My heart tells Me your answer, your choice, and is glad.
May the Divine Light and Love and Power of the One Most Holy God fall
now upon your hearts and minds.
May this Light, Love and Power lead you to seek That which dwells in
silence within you.
Find That and know that you are Gods.
► Read more messages from Maitreya
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Books by Benjamin Creme
Since 1980, Benjamin Creme has published 15 inspiring and provocative books,
painting an ever more detailed picture of humanity's destiny, both worldly and
spiritually. "We are talking about nothing less than the total transformation of every
aspect of our lives", he says. Each book covers a vast range of topics: from meditation
and the growth of consciousness to political and economic change; from initiation and
group work to ecology and world service. Compelling explanations are offered for the
ever-increasing 'miraculous' or unexplained phenomena such as weeping Madonnas,
crosses of light, healing waters, crop circles and UFOs.

The Art of Co-operation
June 2002 (256 pages)

The Art of Co-operation deals with the most pressing problems of our
times, and their solutions, from the point of view of the Ageless Wisdom
Teachings. It looks at a world locked in ancient competition, trying to
solve its problems by old and worn-out methods, while the answer ― cooperation ― lies in our own hands. The book shows the way to a world of
justice, freedom and peace through a growing appreciation of the unity
underlying all life.
Creme emphasizes that co-operation among people and nations is not
optional if we choose to survive. It is the very foundation upon which a
brilliant new civilization can be built.
Part One, 'The Art of Co-operation' discusses at length the opposing ways
of approaching and dealing with life: co-operating or competing. It traces
the origins of the competitive spirit and shows its gradual replacement
by co-operation as humanity advances. Many of the problems of the
modern world are seen in this context, and co-operation is shown as the
way, in line with our soul's intent, to solve them.
"The world is divided into two groups: those who are holding on to the old greedy and selfish nationalistic
systems and who thus represent the reactionary forces of the world; and those who are opening to the new
incoming energies of Aquarius, and who are looking for a way of brotherhood and co-operation, a realization of
the interdependence that results from the fact that we are one humanity. "
Part Two, 'The Problem of Glamour' tackles the ever-present problem of glamour, the illusion or
psychological 'fog' that hides the truth of reality from most of humanity and causes the pain and suffering of
the world. Under the impact of new and powerful energies, these glamours are now focused as never before,
leading eventually to a great leap forward in human evolution as we free ourselves from their age-old grip.
"Of all the problems which beset humanity there is none greater than the problem of glamour. It provides the
basis for all our difficulties and dangers, and holds the vast majority of humanity in thrall. It is at the root of
every division and cleavage and the source of every dimension of pain and suffering. It has its roots in the
ancient past of mankind and all but a very few are held under its sway" (the Master ― ).
Part Three, 'Unity' presents the idea of unity from an entirely new standpoint: as the fundamental state
which all of us, knowingly or not, are seeking, since it reflects the identity and inter-relation of all atoms in
cosmos. Co-operation is seen as an aspect of unity, and essential for its creation. Co-operation and unity are
shown as soul qualities, more and more in evidence as humanity grasps the reality of life; and as
prerequisites for solving the many problems facing us today. With the teaching and example of Maitreya and
His group of Masters to inspire us, we are left in no doubt that we shall overcome these problems and
continue joyfully on our journey of evolution.
Benjamin Creme's books are available from us — see details on last page.
► More books by Benjamin Creme
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The 'star' filmed in New Zealand

Auckland, New Zealand, September 2010

Silverdale, New Zealand, October 2010

► View on Youtube

► View on Youtube

These sightings were reported in Share International magazine, December 2010.

Mysterious 'missile' over Southern California
The contrail of what appeared to be a missile streaking
into the California sunset was captured on video by a
news helicopter flying above Los Angeles at around 5pm
on 8 November 2010.
The crew aboard the helicopter estimated the contrail
was approximately 35 miles west out to sea, north of
Catalina Island.
There has been much speculation that the mysterious
contrail may have been caused by a missile, a plane or an
optical illusion of a plane's contrails. Defense Department
officials said that though there is nothing conclusive, it
appears that a plane may have caused the mysterious
contrail. A Defense official said the Pentagon has
determined there were no scheduled or inadvertent missile launches off the California coast that night and
that U.S. Northern Command has confirmed that there was no foreign military launch off the coast.
(Source: US ABC News)
Benjamin Creme's Master confirms that it was a spacecraft from Mars which was launched from underwater.
– Share International magazine, December 2010.
► View on Youtube

Christmas Blessing by Maitreya
There will be a Christmas Blessing again this year on Christmas Day, December 25, at 3:00pm, local
time. That is, the Blessing will begin at 3:00pm local time, wherever you are.
For the Blessing, hold your attention on the Crown Chakra — the centre at the top of the head — (this is
the only time that the attention should be placed on this centre) and sit in silent meditation while the
energies flow.
According to the Master DK, "...we begin a period of time in the year which initiates the countdown to
the Spring Full Moon Festivals. From this time forward to the Spring Festivals, the Masters begin to
develop and hold an internal tension which is then released at Festival time, and disciples are
encouraged to do the same in cooperation with the Hierarchy, to the best of their abilities."
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Local News
I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a great Festive Season and to thank all co-workers for
their efforts in letting others know about the Reappearance and Transmission Meditation. It certainly has
been an amazing year.
I know that 2011 will be even more special, as we draw nearer to the Day of Declaration.
I would like to extend a special thankyou to Geoff who has meticulously put each newsletter together, and to
say what a brilliant job he has done.
In last month’s newsletter, the Master's article talks about a transformation which would be beyond
recognition if one were to visit Earth in twenty years' time. On a personal level, this, more than anything,
inspires and motivates me to do more.
Service is our gift to each other — to quote the incredible Sai Baba, "Love all, serve all".
In 2011 let us serve together to lay the foundations for the coming time of peace and love.
– With Great Love And Gratitude, Antonio Palena.

South Australia
Gathering of the Forces of Light
A talk on UFOs and their spiritual mission.
12 noon, Sunday 6 February 2011.
Quantum Book Shop, 113 Melbourne Street, North Adelaide.
Followed at 6.30pm by Ageless Wisdom talk and Transmission Meditation
Clarence Park Community Centre, 72-74 East Avenue, Black Forest.

ACT
Four of Benjamin Creme's books have been donated to a local library in Canberra.

Newsletter
The aim of the newsletter is primarily to share information on the activities of Australian co-workers with
other co-workers, our subscribers and the general public. This issue marks the end of the first year of this
incarnation of the newsletter, so it is a good time to have a look at how it's been going and how we might
move forward next year. Any feedback you might have on this would be welcome, as would any thoughts on
our outreach work in general. There will be no newsletter in January.
– With best wishes, Geoff.
Download the current issue as well as past issues at http://shareinternational.org.au/newsletter.
To subscribe to email notifications when a new issue is available, email: emergencenews@exemail.com.au.
To avoid notifications being blocked as spam, you may need to add this address to your 'Safe Senders' or 'Contacts' list.

What is reality?
At a small gathering of co-workers in New York in July 2010 Benjamin Creme was asked: "What is reality really
like when you know it?" This was his reply:
"The reality is, what we think is life is completely different from what it is really like, and all of us have the option
of opting for this or that aspect of reality. There are several realities: that which takes us forward, that which
leaves us as we are, and that which leaves us behind. And we have this choice. It is nothing to do with
answering questions — questions do not arise. It is divinity. It is how divine you want to be.
How much of your divinity do you want to show, to express? Because there is nothing else. There is nothing
else but this divinity to show! That is reality. You have it in your power. Everybody has it in their power to show
what they are, the divinity they are. We are all part of that.
Maitreya would like you to know this to be the truth. It is really very, very simple. Everybody knows already that
this is the truth. They just do not allow themselves the privilege of believing it."
– Benjamin Creme, 22 July 2010 New York City, USA
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Books by Benjamin Creme

more information

price
The Reappearance of the Christ and the Masters of Wisdom ....... $20.00
Messages from Maitreya, the Christ ........................................................ $20.00
Maitreya's Mission Vol. 1 ............................................................................. $24.00
Maitreya's Mission Vol. 2 ............................................................................. $27.00
Maitreya's Mission Vol. 3 ............................................................................. $27.00
Transmission Meditation ............................................................................. $18.00
A Master Speaks ............................................................................................... $20.00
The Ageless Wisdom Teaching ................................................................... $ 9.00
The Art of Living .............................................................................................. $18.00
The Art of Co-Operation ............................................................................... $20.00
Maitreya's Teachings: The Laws of Life ................................................. $20.00
The World Teacher for all Humanity ...................................................... $14.00
The Awakening of Humanity ...................................................................... $14.00
The Great Approach ....................................................................................... $20.00
The Gathering of the Forces of Light: UFOs and their Spiritual Mission
$20.00
Prices include postage within Australia.

Share International

www.share-international.org
 Who is Maitreya?
 Benjamin Creme
 Ageless Wisdom Teachings
 Transmission Meditation
 Frequently Asked Questions
 YouTube Video Channel
 Books by Benjamin Creme
Benjamin Creme's books are
available from us, or Amazon.
 Further reading list

Share International magazine
 print version
 online version

► more information on Benjamin Creme's books

Enquiries

Contact Antonio on 0428 592209
Email: shareinternational.australia@gmail.com
Payments

by cheque:
Share International Australia
PO Box 293 BARMERA SA 5345
by direct deposit:
Share International Australia
BSB: 735063 Acct: 545021

contact us
general enquiries
Antonio
Share International Australia
PO Box 293
BARMERA SA 5345
Ph. 0428 592209
shareinternational.australia@gmail.com

media enquiries
Pasquo
PO Box 353
Burnside SA 5066
Ph.0414 935538
shareau@ozemail.com.au

book sales

Homoeopathic Remedies
 Tlacote Healing Water
 Sai Baba Amritha
 Weeping Madonna Oil
(see Emergence News Australia, Jul/Aug 2010)
Available from Simillimum Homeopathic Pharmacy in NZ .
To order, call 1800 121 795 (Australian Freecall number)
Email: orders@arnica.co.nz
Share International magazine subscriptions
Australia and New Zealand:
1 year: US$32.50 ($35.00 from January 1, 2011)
2 years: US$65.00 ($70.00 from January 1, 2011)
Send only International Money Orders or bank drafts that clear through
a US bank. Western Union is also acceptable.

Antonio
PO Box 293
BARMERA SA 5345
Ph. 0428 592209
shareinternational.australia@gmail.com

donations
direct deposit
Share International Australia
BSB: 735063
Acct: 545021
cheques
Share International Australia
PO Box 293
BARMERA SA 5345

newsletter
Geoff
To change your contact details,
subscribe to or unsubscribe from this
newsletter, email:
emergencenews@exemail.com.au

Share International USA
PO Box 5668,
Santa Monica, CA 90409, USA
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